In some unique cases, liquids can divert from pure isotropy due to the formation of ordered molecular assemblies with acquired "negative entropy" and information storage. The energy stored in such ordered domains can be combined with an independent quantitative parameter related to the degree of order, which can then translate the dormant information to the quantitative energetic term "information capacity". Information storage in liquids can be thus expressed in absolute energy units. Three liquid systems are analyzed in some detail. The first is a solution of a chiral substance, e.g., amino acid in water, where the degree of optical rotation provides the measure for order while the heat liberated upon racemization is the energy corresponding to the negative entropy. The second is a neat chiral fluid, e.g., 2-butanol, complying with the same parameters as those of chiral solutions. The third is electronically excited fluorescent solute, where the shift in the emission spectrum corresponds to the energy acquired by the transiently oriented solvent envelopes. Other, yet unexplored, possibilities are also suggested.
Introduction
In a large collection of particles, deviation from randomness can store information which upon transmission can be implemented for energy saving [1, 2] . Information in such assemblies corresponds to a pattern of organization and is not an energy term on its own. In liquids or gases, microscopic reversible intermolecular condensations can take place spontaneously, for example, at the freezing or boiling points. In such cases deviation from homogeneity corresponds to a defined energetic process,
Information Capacity in Fluids
The free molecular motion in liquids and gases at their steady state, is characterized by isotropic molecular distribution and orientation. The information, I, stored in such systems can be regarded as occupying the basal value I 0 . In cases of liquids with ordered molecular assemblies prevailing at their steady state, the stored information of I > I 0 is correlated with the acquired negative entropy, -ǻS I = I í I 0 . The latter can be presented analogously to ǻS of classical thermodynamics, namely in units of Jmole í1 K í1 . The corresponding energy stored in the negative entropy domains is then TǻS I , which has been defined as information capacity [7, 8] . Quantitative evaluation of ǻS I entails an introduction of an experimental parameter which corresponds to the prevailing order. Subsequently, the information capacity, TǻS I, can be evaluated.
In fluid systems of large number of particles, order W, and information, I, are virtual terms which are proportional to each other, namely, W/W 0 = I/I 0. Both can be presented in terms of diversion from isotropy [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , as expressed in the fundamental Boltzmann Equation:
S I = RlnW = Rln I
The relation between information and entropy, presented in Equation 1 [4] , can provide a basis for integration of information into classical thermodynamics of fluids, where systems under two states of equilibrium with different molecular anisotropy are evaluated energetically. Equation 1 then turns into the classical comparative scale presented in Equation 2:
where I 0 is the basal information at complete isotropy. Insertion of ordered regions into the liquid, i.e., induction of anisotropy, negative entropy is acquired due to I > I 0 as expressed in Equation 2 and energy amounting to -TǻS I is then accumulated:
Alternative presentation can be based on the other edge of the scale, where order reaches its maximal value [7] :
Information Storage in Solvent Envelopes
Homogeneous fluids can accommodate assemblies of defined order, which in principle, store negative entropy. The most common cases are homogeneous solutions, where the solvent molecules coat the solute in an ordered configuration. The energy stored in such assemblies is provided by the liberated free energy in the initial process of solubilization. The experimental resolution of the entropic component in such assemblies can be achieved in only a few systems, most prominently in the solvent envelope which surrounds a chiral solute.
The solvent envelope is constructed of several consecutive layers. The immediate solvent-solute layer is dominated by electrostatic forces, van der Waals forces and hydrogen bonds amounting to enthalpies in the range of kJ per mole. The next layers, unlike the immediate one, can be viewed as being under mild structural deviation from the isotropy in the bulk. The acquired order in these layers has arisen on the expense of the initial heat of solubilization and can be therefore viewed as storing negative entropy. The energy stored in such structures, determined so far in just a few cases [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , is of only several Js per mole, i.e., about three orders of magnitude smaller than a mole of hydrogen bonds. The local topology of the solvent assembly around the solute molecules is therefore only marginally different than that in the bulk domain. It can be assessed in either enthalpy terms, namely as a distortion in the intermolecular bonds, or in terms of acquired local order, i.e., negative entropy. At such minute energetic changes the distinction between enthalpy and entropy is blurred and these terms become intermingled [12] . In practice, however, the acquired order in such assemblies is best inferred to in terms of negative entropy [7, 8] .
As outlined above, the ordered solvent molecules surrounding the solute can, in principle, be expressed in terms of negative entropy. However, the subsequent translation of the order in such assemblies to stored information capacity depends on the availability of an independent experimental or theoretical order parameter. In chiral solutions this value can be presented by the optical activity, as summarized in the following.
Chiral Solutions
The solvent envelope surrounding a chiral solute amounts, in general, to over 100 solvent molecules which adopt a chiral configuration [11, 13, 14] . The chiral topology of such envelopes can be of any asymmetry like a spiral, a ring with a chiral twist etc. In Figure 1 , such a solvent configuration is presented by a model of a right handed Moebius ring. The degree of optical rotation, Į, of a chiral solution provides an exclusive order parameter which, in principle, can be correlated with the acquired information, I. More specifically, the latter can range from I 0 which corresponds to complete isotropy, as in racemic solutions, to I max which corresponds to a saturated chiral solution. Accordingly:
where Į max corresponds to saturated solution. Equation 4 is then extended to:
Under conditions where I max >> I or Į max >> Į, Equation 6 is reduced by a simple exponential approximation to the linear forms:
As such, quantification of information capacity, -TǻS I , in chiral solutions remains corresponding to the energy evolved in the loss of order in the system. Furthermore, TǻS I is expected to increase linearly with Į, namely with concentration, a key point in its experimental verification [7] .
Quantification of íTǻS I in chiral solutions can be achieved by heat release ensuing two independent processes; heat of dilution and heat of intermolecular racemization. However, these processes are, in general, of just a few Joules per mole, which fall near the border line of accuracy in conventional calorimetric measurements. With the availability of micocalorimetry instrumentations, in particular isothermal titration calorimetry, ITC [15, 16] , such processes can be now determined. These have up to now been applied to aqueous solutions of D-and L-amino acids and neat chiral liquids, which will be described below as specific examples.
The observed heat release upon dilution of concentrated chiral solutions with their solvent can be formally interpreted as the release of the excess chemical potential. In molecular terms, the solute molecules in "ideal" solutions are separated by the bulk solvent beyond the level that permits static or dynamic correspondence between neighboring envelope layers. In line with this view, at concentrations higher than the ideal solution, all solvent molecules in the bulk are at a state of mutual contact, leading to an overall ordered network of the solvent which deviates from the isotropy prevailing in its pure state. Furthermore, this putative overall degree of order increases with the solute concentration [7] . It has been thus shown, that heat release upon dilution of concentrated D-or L-alanine in water has a TǻS I component attributed to the disintegration of supramolecular chiral hydration assemblies [11] .
The energy corresponding to TǻS I can be alternatively released upon intermolecular racemization by mixing solutions of opposite enantiomers [7] . As hypothesized above, the released heat, Q, upon dilution or intermolecular racemization of chiral solutions, corresponds predominantly to the dissipation of the order in the chiral domains:
where I f is defined here as the "information coefficient". As a coefficient it provides a constant which converts a measurable parameter to a distinct physical value. In our case, it translates the apparent _D_ value, or its change, into the stored thermal energy, in units of RT. It formally corresponds to the reciprocal of _D_ max (see Equation 7 ) and can be derived from the slopes of the linear dependence of Q on _D_, which are obtained experimentally [7] . I f values obtained for proline and alanine at different concentrations in water and their derived energy parameters, are presented in Table 1 . As shown, this coefficient increases markedly with concentration. Other factors like temperature may also affect I f .
The expressions for the change in entropy following the induction of order, presented in Equations 4-8, correspond to a sum-up of all domains acquired with anisotropic distribution. Its translation to information capacity, as described in Equation 8 , has a priori an upper limit of RT, namely approx. 2.5 kJ per mole at room temperature. Values calculated for 1M solutions of proline and alanine, presented in Table 1 , are as expected, below this limit, while the values deduced from experimental racemization, are markedly lower. One possible account for it is that upon intermolecular racemization the hydration coating of the individual molecules keeps retaining most of the chiral configuration of the initial hydration layer. An alternative explanation, which seems more plausible, is that in chiral solutions there are actually two distinct domains for information storage, the first corresponds to the chiral hydration, which is dissipated upon intermolecular racemization, and the other corresponds to the global asymmetry presented by the overall optical activity. Another particular information storage, corresponds to the somewhat unexpected chiral discrimination between solutions of opposite enantiomers [7, 9, 17] (compare, for example, the values presented in Table 1 ). It presumably originated from an intrinsic asymmetry between enantiomers which is extrapolated into their solutions [18] . Through such discrimination, one could ascribe absolute directions to right versus left in space [19] , a long standing problem in space coordinates.
Neat Chiral Liquids
A pure liquid, undiluted, under conditions of a steady state is at a complete isotropy of molecular orientation, which can be defined as the state of minimal order. In homogeneous liquids of chiral molecules, integration of the molecular coordinates over the whole space yields an overall asymmetry, which is reflected in optical activity. In practice, however, it is also a state of minimal information, unless a selective abolishment of the chiral center can be achieved. An example for such a possibility is calorimetric evaluation of the energy associated in the hypothetical turning of liquid ethanol from the chiral form CH 3 CHD-OH, to its common non chiral form CH 3 CH 2 -OH.
Aliphatic secondary alcohols of four or more carbon atoms are amongst the most common chiral liquids. Calorimetric studies of mixing the apposite enantiomers of such alcohols was ensued by either heat consumption or heat release depending on the length of the aliphatic chain [20, 21] . A detailed study with the chiral isomers of 2-butanol was recently carried out [10] . Introduction of neat S(+)-2-butanol into bulk neat R(í)-2-butanol, and vice versa, were associated with a relatively strong endothermic response which gradually decreased as the accumulated intermolecular racemization level increased. Formally speaking, the formation of R(í)-2-butanol envelope around the S(+)-2-butanol solute, and vice versa, are ensued by energy consumption (spontaneous endothermic reactions, like these ones, are driven by the overriding increase in entropy). This unique type of solvent envelope still retains the characteristics of negative entropy and is therefore rendered with information capacity.
Micellar Aggregates
Solutes which are in a dynamic equilibrium with their aggregates define a state of diversion from isotropy and as such can in principle acquire negative entropy. Micelles formed in water by amphipathic solutes are a typical example of such cases. Two counter-acting forces dominate their critical micellar concentration (CMC), the hydrophobic attraction between the long aliphatic chains and the interaction with water of the hydrophilic head groups. The micelles formed at concentrations above the CMC are surrounded with an ordered aqueous envelope which in principle acquires features of negative entropy. Yet, experimental translation of the latter to information capacity is hampered by the much greater magnitude of the enthalpies of the intermolecular interactions which override attempts to resolve it.
In the specific case of micelles formed by N-stearoyl L-or D-serine in water, a chiral surface composed of chiral spines was detected by a strong circular dichroism (CD) signal [17] . Such a distinct order could be implemented for resolution of information capacity.
Transient Information Acquired by Fluorescent Solutes
Fluorescent molecules in solution interact with the solvent molecules differently at their excited state. After electronic excitation, a rapid relaxation (~10 í12 s) is ensued, trapping the excited fluorescent molecule in its lowest vibrational level of the first excited state for approximately 10 í8 s.
At this time interval, reorientation of the solvent envelope takes place. Immediately after emission of the fluorescence photon the solvent envelope relaxes back to its original configuration. This sequence of solvent reorientation upon electronic excitation is outlined in Figure 2 for the common case of a fluorescent aromatic molecule. As shown, the excited state is characterized (classically) by a transient dipole which induces relatively strong polarization in the surrounding solvent molecules. The ensuing electrostatic attraction between the excited molecule and the polarized surrounding solvent molecules is displayed by an energetic shift in the emission spectrum to longer wavelengths, i.e., lower energy. For example, in the case of tryptophan, a fluorescent amino acid, the maximum of the emission spectrum shifts from 320 nm to 355 nm when measured in a hydrophobic solvent and in water, respectively [22] . This typical 35 nm shift of the fluorescence spectrum, corresponds to 8 kcal/mole, which is invested in the strong electrostatic interaction of the excited molecules with water. A very small fraction of it, presumably in the range of several cal per mole, corresponds to TǻS I of the acquired order which precedes the full relaxation to the ground state. Thus, the instantaneous emission leaves the solvent coating around the previously excited molecule (d in Figure 2 ) in an ordered configuration which stores the equivalent information. This transient configuration relaxes spontaneously to the less ordered original configuration (a in Figure 2 ) by releasing heat amounting to TǻS I . Experimental resolution of this quantity encounters the high background of the simultaneous heat liberations (b to c in Figure 2 ) which are by far more intensive. It can, in principle, be approached by analyzing heat release ensuing a pulse excitation or pulse extinction of a steady state excitation. Upon fluorescence emission, the solvent shell transiently preserves an ordered configuration with an acquired information capacity (d) which relaxes spontaneously to the initial configuration.
Chiral Conductivity
Thermodynamic processes which are restricted to two dimensions, e.g., on a membrane surface, or to one dimension along a wire, are of orders of magnitude more efficient than in the ordinary 3 dimensional realm [23] . Furthermore, in two dimensions and by far more so in one dimension, the reduction in degrees of freedom turn scalar values into directionality vectors, which may have enormous implications when acting in a three dimensional system like a biological tissue [24] . An example of such a case is presented in Figure 3 , displaying two wires with opposite chiral twists, either left or right handed, acting in a three dimensional system. The additional degree of freedom which is added by the chiral elements in such wires, may impart a tunnel for transmission of specific information.
As an intriguing possibility, which is still merely a speculation, one can assume a nerve signal propagating to the brain along a fiber with a spiral structure like the ones presented in Figure 3 . Remembering that the corresponding target tissues are also constructed from chiral elements, i.e., proteins, could this chiral mode of signal transmittance contribute additional putative information? Is there a distinct difference between the information provided by the right handed and left handed signals? Could these putative signals be implemented in the various enigmatic subtleties of brain function that we commonly attribute to emotional responses? Well, many other novel implications can be suggested for this unexplored virgin territory. In particular, assemblies of asymmetric objects like spiral screws or curly threads, which possess an overall asymmetry rendered with stored information [24] . Signal transmission along a right handed nerve fiber and a left handed nerve fiber which can be either wires or planar sheets (displayed in the magnified section).
Information Processing
As outlined in this article, information in fluid domains is stored in molecular organizations which depart from isotropy, as for example in chiral solutions. Processing of such information is associated with liberation of thermal energy, corresponding to the stored information capacity. In line with classical thermodynamics, such information processing can proceed via pathways between two extremes. In the first, the processing is spontaneous, where the information storage is fully liberated as heat. In the second extreme, the processing is carried out in infinitesimal steps, where it is fully transferred as free energy to another system. An example, which is close to the latter, could be the process of enzymatic conversion of mono saccharides, like D-galactose to D-glucose. Here, the chiral configurations of the hydration layers which surround the product and the substrate, are different.
Through the gradual process of conversion, their intermixing liberates the excess of information capacity which can be then absorbed as free energy, which is further implemented in the conversion process. It should be stressed, though, that the quantity of this energy is considerably smaller than the overall free energy associated in such processes. However, when an experimental information factor, like Į, is monitored throughout, then the contribution of the information processing becomes apparent.
Conclusions
The popular statement that "information saves energy" is in general ascribed to routine activities, yet without any quantitative formulation. Level of information in model systems with patterns of order, were previously calculated, but have not reached the final goal of how to quantify the residing information in energy terms. In the special case of chiral solutions, the measurable parameters of optical rotation, heat of dilution and heat of intermolecular racemization, have been implemented, and thus yielded, for the first time, a quantitative assessment of the information capacity stored in such systems. The information capacities in other chiral systems, as well as in other non-random configurations acquired in homogeneous domains, remain at this stage just as qualitative aspects of stored information.
